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The Amethyst Initiative, which
calls for an informed and unimpeded debate" on the drinking age, has not been signed by
UPS President Ron Thomas.
"The signatories do not explicitly call for a lower drinking age," President Ronald Thomas said. "Although people
have inferred that many would
like to see that outcome."
Currently, 130, of 3,000, university presidents have signed the petition including those ofDartmouth,
Duke and Tufts Universities.
"That's a very small percentage," Thomas said.
The Initiative began in July
and asks three things of elected.
officials: 1. An informed debate
regarding the drinking age; 2.
Review of the results of the 10
percent highway fund "incentive"
on states; and 3. Gain new ideas
about preparing young adults to
be responsible about alcohol.
"I decided to sign, not because
I know the right answer to this
frightening challenge, but because I agree with the call to have
a national conversation," Sharon
Herzberger of Whittier College, in Whittier, Calif., stated.
This petition has prompted discussion among the faculty at UPS
about whether President Thomas
should sign the petition or not.
"I have not signed it at this time,
and one reason I didn't do so when
approached is because my signature
would be seen as representing the
University of Puget Sound, not just
my own opinion," Thomas said.
Because the petition has been
portrayed as a call to lower the
drinking age, some view it as taking the stance that the drinking
age should be lowered. "I support
the idea of an informed and dispassionate debate on the subject, a
sober look at the evidence and a responsible assessment ofhow we can
better be educators on this subject
and how we can do better on these
issues on campus," Thomas said.
Even if the drinking , age was
lowered, many of UPS 's polices
and alcohol training would be
the same, according to Dean
of Students Mike Segawa.
"Our approach is alcohol skills
training, Mike Segawa said.
Segawa went on to say that
this meant we try to teach people to drink responsibly rather
than tell them not to drink.
"Whether the drinking age
is 21 or 18 our interventions
would be the same," Segawa said.
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The Black Student Union
(BSU), one of ASUPS's oldest
clubs, is celebrating their 40th anniversary this year.
Since its founding in 1968,
with nine members, the club has
continued to grow. The BSU is
currently made up of about 40
students and faculty — and is
comprised of multiple races.
The BSU held a dinner and
reception for students, faculty,
and alumni to commemorate the
anniversary, Sept. 26. Approximately 20 students and nearly
10 alumni listened to speeches
from the first BSU president as
well as from UPS President Ron
Thomas.
"We discussed our plans for
the future and made great connections with the alumni. We
learned about a lot of old traditions," BSU Vice-President Andrew Shannon said.
The alumni wanted to make
sure the BSU still stood for the
same principles that it did when
it was created.
"We're discussing newer topics,
but... BSU still has many of the
same principles as it did when it
was founded. We're always talking about the hot-button [issues]
of our time, issues like interracial
dating... politics, and the evolution of racism," Shannon said.

Recovered:
The hatchet, which has
been in the university's
possession off and on
for the past 20 years,
was returned to the
hands of President
Ron Thomas homecomming weekend.
After the Hatchet disappeared in 2002, a
former ASUPS president paid over $1,000
to have a replica made
and displayed in the
Wheelock Student
Center.

Oppenheimer
getting better,'
employees say
BY HARRY Yu
NEWS WRITER

THIS IS A TRADITION WE WANT TO CONTINUE...
FOR THE HATCHET TO BE HERE, ON CAMPUS."

THAT IS

-PRESIDENT RONALD THOMAS

Hatchet
returned to
President's
office after
several years
missing

BY MARK DELBRUECK
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

T

HERE IS A TRADITION AT THIS UNIVERSITY
THAT HAS WEATHERED THE TEST OF
TIME AND TRAVEL. FOR 100 YEARS NOW,

THE 11 \TCHET HAS BECOME AN UN-OFFICIAL.
REPRESENTATION OF WHERE THIS UNIVERSITY HAS
PEEN, AND WHERE THIS UNIVERSITY IS HEADED.

SEE HATCHET PAGE 3

The Oppenheimer Cafe, which
opened in 2006 and is located
in the courtyard of Harned and
Thompson Halls, is doing well,
according to employees Katie Darlington and Emily McLaughlin.
"I think it's doing better every
year, as people learn about it and
realize the different things we offer. It helps that all four wings of
Thompson and Harned... -[are]
open this year," Darlington said.
Oppenheimer is now open later,
as a result of comments received
from students and other customers.
"Last year we got [many] comments in the suggestion box about
how everything should be open
later. That was the biggest complaint — now we are," McLaughlin said.
The change in hours seems to
have had a good effect. The average number of sales per day, according to Cheryl Knecht the assistant manager of Oppenheimer,
is 400-500 transactions.
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life holds •
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"Greek
Week"

GLOBAL ECONOMIC CRISIS

`We didn't assess

THE IS

BY JENI OPPENHEIMER

Even with the passage of the $700 billion bailout plan proposed by President Bush, the US economy continues to falter.
BY JESSICA SPEVAK
NEWS WRITER

ith the Dow Jones
Industrial dropping nearly 2,000
points within the
last month, America has been
confronted with the realization
that the country, and perhaps

the global economy is in a recession.
The Northwest, and more specifically Seattle, have been hit very
hard with the failure of Washington Mutual and its subsequent seizure and sale to JPMorgan Chase
by the US Treasury Department.
Resulting from the failures
of various financial agencies,

including Wachovia, Fannie We didn't assess the risks of our
Mae and Freddie Mac, Presi- actions."
dent Bush along with the SecreThe collapse of WaMu has left
tary of the Treasury proposed a stockholders with practicallly
$700 billion bailout bill which nothing from the their original
was passed last week.
investment. The account-holders at
A common question among WaMu, however, are in no danger
many citizens deals with a gen- of losing their money as long as it
eral ignorance regarding how the is insured by the Federal Deposit
problem actually began, accord- Insurance Corporation.
ing to Economics Professor Doug
"A number of students had
Goodman.
accounts, but none of these acThe crisis stems from the counts will be lost, but students
increased number of ways for still willsee
a change," Goodbanks to give
man said.
large mortW h a t
"It's everyone's probgages to people
shocked econowho could not lem, we needed to do
mists was the
afford them. something about this..."
fact that there
When the
was
an excess
-Doug Goodman, Professor of
mortgage holdof
bank
conEconomics
er defaulted on
centration,
the loan, this
according to
created a domino effect because Goodman.
these high-risk loans had been
"The top three banks in the
sold up the line to larger agencies country now own over 30 perlike AIG, Freddie Mac and Fan- cent of the total [assets], which
nie Mae, and the Lehman Broth- is something unprecedented
ers. The banks essentially, ac- in U.S. economics, Goodman
cording to Goodman and other said.
University Professors, assumed
Citizens of this country will
more and more risk for less and feel backlash when any bank
less cost without considering that fails, Goodman says.
"It's everyone's problem, we
it may lead to what is now known
as he "Sub-Prime Mortgage Cri- needed to do something about
sis."
this," he said. "Main Street and
"It was the explosion of new Wall Street will forever be conways to market collateralized nected, and the argument will
mortgages," Goodman said. never stop about what should be
"We essentially over leveraged. done."
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Collapse: The Washington Mutual tower located in Downtown
Seattle. WaMu crashed in late September — it was the largest
crash in US history.
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In addition to Homecoming,
Greek Week also took place on
campus. The Greek Week Cernival kicked off the event, Sept.
25.
"The Greek Carnival did a
good job of involving the entire campus community," Robin
Nichol said. There were booths
set uv by each house and "inflatables to play on. This event had
the most non-Greek representatives, which waspart of the
of the week. Unfortunately, the
free pizza ran out fast and it was
raining," Nichol said.
The Greek Olympics also took
place.
"Greek Olympics were fun because it brought all of the houses
together in a friendly competition," Liz Weil said.
Some of the favorites included
the chariot races, where all of the
houses designed a chariot, and
then used it in the race. While
many of the chariots did not survive the event, it was a fun spectators sport, according to Weil.
Another event that was hosted
by Greek Week was the hulahooping contest, participants
had to walk across Todd field
while hula hooping.
"I should have won it," Taylor
Griffin said.
This was one of the most intense events because eachparticipant had to hula-hoop alone
while observers waited for the
hoop to slide off of their waist.
There was also a house-decorating contest on Friday,
"It was fun to see what all the
different houses had done," said
Weil.
All houses were instructed to
spend no more than $50 on supplies.
"There were vering degrees of
decoration," Weil said.
Some houses picked a theme
while others chose a "Logger
Spirit" theme.
Saturday was philanthropy
day; representatives from each
house dressed up in their prom
attire and went to a senior prom
at a retirement home.
"I thought it was incredible
and UPS students represented
themselves really well; Megan
Deane said.

Information compiledfiom The New York Times, Oct. 6
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"From what I've read about
the Hatchet, it was originally
discovered during a building
project where students were
tearing down an old barn and
making way for something
new," President Ron Thomas
said in an interview last week.
"In this it represents a determination on the part of all
of us to build something new
from that which came before us,
which is essentially what Puget
Sound has always been about..."
After a several year absence,
the Hatchet officially returned
to the receptive hands of President Thomas and the university over homecoming weekend. For many underclassmen,
the magnitude of this event is
understandably underrated.
As we consult with others,
our thinking goes like this: in
the last 30 years, the tradition
has already been undermined.
The Hatchet has been missing
for approximately 8, 10, and
12 year periods. Classes have
come and gone without seeing
it. So it hasn't really been a part
of the culture and imagination
of the university," Thomas said.
While the unadulterated story
of the Hatchet is covered by its
patina and buried amongst 100
years of university lore, its discovery can be traced back to 1908
through examining archives of
what was then The Maroon, and
has since evolved into The Trail.
A fall 1910 edition of The Maroon tells the story of the Hatchet as a gift from the senior class
to the junior class. Somewhere
around 1920, a new tradition
began of stealing the Hatchet
from the senior class prior to
its presentation to the junior
class at the end of the academic
year. This tradition eventually

3

CONT. FROM PAGE I

the blade. Another incident, in
1930 during the return of the
Hatchet ceremony, a student
rushed the stage, grabbing the
Hatchet and escaping through a
second story window, ultimately breaking his leg according to
Brandon Lueken, former 06'07 Editor-in-Chief of The Trail.
Further stories of the Hatchet's return include a report in
1954 of the relic dangling from
a long rope in Kilworth Chapel
during Sunday service, as well
as at onepoint, appearing in
a hollowed out textbook buried deeply within the labyrinth
of Collins Memorial Library.
However by 1960, Hatchet
theft had grown out of control.
As reported in an editorial titled
"Farewell to Tradition" in The
Trail on December 11, 1956,
the freshman class of '60 had obtained the Hatchet from the seniors, deciding to hold onto the
relic for four more years. Then
Editor-in-Chief Dale Wirsing
concluded his printed tirade
stating, "Since the freshman evidently plan to hide the Hatchet
for the next four years, they
might as well give it back to the
carpenters. They will have more
use for it than any CPS student."
From there on out, it is believed that the relic often left
campus. The Hatchet reappeared in 1980 during an Adelphian concert in Victoria, B.C.
where it was held in plain view
of the audience for over one
minute, then proceeding to
disappear out an emergency
exit in the back of the theater.
Since the mid 1980s, Hatchet
sightings have been increasingly
rare, with the artifact disappearill for nearly decades on end.
[The] last time it was displayed at homecoming, dur-
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it in honor of the centennial of its discovery; and
we would like to hand deliver it to you personally."
The university administration was not the only party
on campus urging for the
return of the Hatchet. Over
the past few years, there
has been a conscious, orchestrated effort to get the
Hatchet back on campus.
"Every ASUPS administration since it [the Hatchet]
was stolen worked hard to get
the Hatchet back, we're just
lucky enough to have it hap-

'n
Hatchetry, in the old
days, were that it had to be
displayed twice a year... so we're
not sure quite yet how to preserve the custom of ritual campus display and, at the same
time, secure its presence on
campus as part of the consciousness and experience of students."
If there were any doubt that
this returned Hatchet is authentic, both President Thomas
and Director of Security Services Todd Badham ('85) were
positive in their logic assumin this one is indeed correct.
We had some photos, of

President
e
Thomas said.
With safety
concerns of the real Hatchets
existence at bay, attention can
now be turned to the replica
Hatchet, which was created several years ago by then ASUPS
President Alex Israel and Vice
President Ryan McAninch at
the price that exceeded $1,000.
"Considering that the replica
is now a part of the Hatchet
story and past ASUPS execs
spent over 1,000 to produce
it, the replica should be used
displayed _ufld toot In

`-°?nmenciehi

" I met that person as requested, at the President's house, and the person told me a story of how he
came to be in possession of the Hatchet... I asked them (there were actually two individuals) if they
would like to be kown to the campus community, and they decided on their part that maintaining
their confidentiality was a condition of the Hatchet's return. They wanted it to be where it belonged
— on campus — and to be returned at Homecoming."
ing half-time there was
a dog pile on the field...
I'm thinking that was
in the early 1990s"
Todd Badham, Director of Security Ser
vices
said.
'85
According to President Thomas, who
had never seen the
Hatchet prior to its
recent home-

pen during our term." ASUPS
President Yusuf Word said.
When asked what the administration plans to do with
the Hatchet, now that it is securely back in the possession
of the university, President
Thomas is optimistic about
keeping the tradition in
some form, alive.

course, of the original... I cannot say with absolute certainty
if this is the original Hatchet, as
I have never seen the original...
you can look and clearly see,
however, that this one is genuinely old... the fact that it so represents the replica, with more
detail — though is larger than
the replica, suggests to me quite
convincingly that it is authentic"

to cultivate a new tradition
of some kind." Ross Heyman,
ASUPS Vice President said.
While the definitive fate of
the Hatchet is currently in flux,
it is clear that both ASUPS
and President Ronald Thomas
are working closely to preserve
both the tradition of Hatchetry, as well as the Hatchet itself.

Security Report
The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to
Security Services between Sept. 30 and Oct. 6:

involved elaborate schemes of skilled theft
on the part of the junior class.
In 1947, Leonard Docherty
from The Trail reported of a
heist where the junior class accosted a senior who had unveiled the Hatchet from its
hiding spot, behind a Jones
Hall radiator. A small debacle
ensued, leaving the Hatchet in
two pieces — the handle, and

coming,
the
antiqued icon was returned
from an individual who has since
wished to remain anonymous.
"I received an e-mail, from a
clearly questionable, untrace-

" We
have not shown it
widely, for concern of the
Hatchet's security. We're
working on [a plan] now
for how to best preserve the
tradition of the Hatchet as a
campus relic and sacred symbol... The original 'rules of

A student reported items stolen from his unlocked vehicle while it was
parked in a university lot on Union Ave. While investigating the complaint, Security staff discovered two additional vehicles that appeared as if
property had been removed from them. Additionally, a fourth vehide was
found by Security nearby that appeared to be stolen and abandoned, so
Tacoma Police were notified. Before TPD arrived to campus, a suspect
returned to the stolen vehide and attempted to put gasoline in the tank.
TPD arrived a short time later and apprehended and arrested the suspect.
Security responded to call about damage in Rendezvous. It appeared as if someone punched a hole in the wall.
A faculty member reported damage to two office doors in Wyatt
Hall. It appeared someone used a hard object in an attempt to pry
or force open the doors. Neither room was entered.
Courtesy ofToddA. Badham, Director of Security Services
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Are sweatpants hot or not? Politics, media: get
Sweatpants can show comfort and confidence
your own opinion
BY NATHAN MOORMAN

OPINIONS WRITER

Sweatpants are in! Almost every guy out there will
agree that girls look their
best when they are just relaxing around their room wearing sweatpants and a t-shirt.
Sure girls look great when
they are all dressed up or wearing a bikini or whatever. But
it is not all about the clothes.
When girls are wearing just
a pair of sweat pants or shorts
and a t-shirt, it is obvious that
they are relaxed and totally
comfortable. There is nothing that is cuter than that.
What I do not get is why no
girl will ever agree with me.
Most guys agree that girls
are at their best when they are
most comfortable and relaxed.
In contrast, girls maintain
that when they dress for comfort, they are just not pretty
and do not want to go out
in sweats on a regular basis.
Girls, pay attention. Most
guys agree with me, just ask
them. The sweatpants reflect that you are comfortable enough around a person to let down the mask of
fashion and just be yourself.
The real you is the sweatpants. The ability to show that
level of comfort is something
that girls should take pride in.
A guy is just unable
to reflect the same kind
of comfort by wearing
sweat pants around a girl.
I was, in fact, recently mocked
for wearing basketball shorts
too much. I just wear them because they are comfortable. It
is not as big a deal for a guy to

•

BY ISABELLE EYRE

OPINIONS WRITER

DAVID COHN

Be Comfortable, Look Good: Confidence is an attractive
trait; when you relax in your sweats, you are at your best.
dress down than it is for girls.
Females need to embrace the
fact that it really is not a big deal
what you wear around guys.
The reason we like it when you
dress up for us is often because
it shows the effort and time you
put in just to look good for us.
Yeah, bikinis are great,
but, every guy I have personally talked to about this has
agreed that they still like it
more when you are comfortable and wearing sweatpants.

Maybe there is some psychological significance to
sweatpants that our psychology majors need to look
into, but the fact still remains that sweatpants are
preferred by most guys. Go
ahead and ask your male
friends and see what they say.
Girls, you may never accept it, but we really do
prefer the sweatpants.
Nathan is still wearing his
basketball shorts.

Girls enjoy getting dressed
up and we know you like it
BY LAUREN BAGBY

OPINIONS WRITER

POMEGRANITA.COM

Sexy Style: Would you really like to see this girl in sweats?

lip

Entertaining as it is, I question somewhat how constructive it is to find the context of
I am interested in politics, a Ronald Reagan quote Sarah
but even I have my limits. The Palin uses in a speech and diselection is coming to a head in cover that it does not apply
just a few weeks, and I do not at all to what she was saying.
think I am the only one who is How does it prove what kind
looking forward to November, of Vice President she will be?
This kind of entertaining
because two less people will
be on the news every night. but trivial detail is littered
With all of the major issues around personality-driven
this country has faced in the programs. At least The Daily
last month or so, there has Show and The Colbert Report
been even more ad nauseum are completely open about
campaign coverage than there their entertainment-based
would have been otherwise. and comedy-driven viewpoint.
Another thing that bothers
I actually do not mind the
me about TV
politicians
news personas much as I
In essence, the hosts of
alities is that
do the punpersonality-driven talk
they decide
dits, news
shows become bigger than
what is imporanchors and
the people they are actually
tant. These sotalk show
called experts,
hosts whose supposed to be interviewing
the people
or reporting on.
programs I
who should be
indulge in
least susceptiout of some
mysterious, morbid curiosity. ble to style over substance, are
I believe that, in many ways, the ones who seem to thrive the
television journalists cannot most on using it as a determinsee the forest for the trees. ing factor for who is "better."
Conservative analyst Pat
Lately, I have been watching more and more cable TV Buchanan focused on "attracnews shows, and instead of tiveness" in his summary of
feeling like a well-informed the debate, saying that "Joe
citizen, I am left with the same Biden was boring and Palin
feeling I get from consuming was exciting." I thought the
Tim's Cascade Potato chips purpose of a debate was on
with Dr. Pepper: mild self- who proved their points and
indulgent guilt coupled with argued the best, but all right.
I will concede that Sarah
the realization that thoughtlessly consuming something Palin gave off a "young" feel
leaves one slightly nauseous. in the debate, maybe beTelevision journalism has cause she was standing next
completely changed the way to Joe Biden...who is twenwe view the world. Obviously ty-two years older than her.
Meanwhile, the left-leantelevision itself changes the
way we view political candi- ing news anchors thought it
dates and has since Nixon and would be fun to discuss Sarah
Kennedy had the first tele- Palin's gaffe of confusing a
vised presidential debate in current general's name with
1960. Whether or not televi- a civil war general McClelsion has helped voters make lan and her excessive winking.
While all of these debates
more educated decisions is a
rather moot because for better are certainly amusing and
or for worse, it is here to stay. enjoyable on a somewhat
The point I would like to superficial level, I implore
raise is this: television journal- people not to use it as the
ists add yet another filter to an deal-breaker when choosalready filtered form of media. ing on November 4th as well.
For the probable four of
Politicians and their beliefs,
already clouded by a sea of you UPS students who have
rhetorical devices, play second not decided yet, I beg you,
fiddle to the personalities and read a newspaper. Print mebeliefs of the news journalists. dia has its biases, but at least
In essence, the hosts of person- you will not have the annoyality-driven talk shows become ing speech habits or hair-plugs
bigger than the people they to distract you from the little
are actually supposed to be kernel of truth that is hidinterviewing or reporting on. den in that article. It is one
After the Vice Presidential less filter in this age of noisy,
debates, a lot of these shows pundit-driven news media.
As for me, I am going to
chose to focus on what I perceive to be somewhat trivial mis- continue watching the great
takes made by the candidates. Bill O'Reilly/Keith OlberLiberal news pundit Rachel mann TV personality clash
Maddow for example, chose unfold, but not for any poto focus her hour-long pro- litical reasons. It will be just
gram "The Rachel Maddow for the love of great drama.
Show," on the McCain-Palin
Isabelle is considering creating
ticket's repeated misquoting her own talkshow, where she too
of famous historical figures.
will ignore the real issues.

0

Town Crier

Social
Justice

I hate to say this because I
know this may disappoint the
male population at our school,
but when we girls go out on the
weekend and make the effort
to get out of our uber comfortable sweatpants, it mostly has
nothing to do with you guys.
Given the male-to-female
ratio on campus, a girl has got
to get her kicks somewhere,
and it is certainly not in dressing to impress the very limited prospective boyfriend applicant pool on this campus.
Dressing up and looking
great is mostly a selfish matter for us women, reflecting
how great we think we look
and in turn reflecting our confidence, which according to
most of my guy friends is what
all you boys are most attracted

SEE SWEATS PAGE 6
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What lies ahead for
our beloved hatchet?
BY TRAVIS HANCOCK
MANAGING EDITOR

Paul Newman's death is top
story, despite economic crisis?
What does the news - say about our priorities?
ority over the state of our
economy for two days suggests a deterioration of the
social priorities in our society.
It cannot even be said

BY M. LAWRENCE
OPINIONS WRITER

Last week when Paul Newman died, it was the top
story on Google News for
two days. Granted, he was an
amazing person, but if nothing else, the fact that our nation is in the middle of an
economic crisis should still
have been more prominent.
Paul Newman's death was
notgoing to cause any serious detriment to our nation
as a whole, and as such should
have been reported once, in
the top news, and then relegated to a less important section.
The fact that something as
relatively trivial as Paul Newman's death took top pri-

It is unsettling that especially in the case of today's
youth, people seem to know
far more about stories that
will have no bearing on their
actual lives.

that people crave good
news, and that news sources
were catering to this desire.
Both the economy and
the death of Paul Newman
are bad news, but the latter
is apparently more intrigu-

ing than the question of the
nation's economic collapse.
I see this disturbing level
of intrigue as having resulted
from the same social idiosyncrasies that cause the National
Enquirer not only to be accepted, loutpurchasecl and enjoyed.
People are so interested in
making themselves feel better at the expense of celebrities that they will knowingly purchase fake tabloids
for the express purpose of
reading and discussing the
drama and pain of others.
In the case of the two news
items I have considered,
there is no way to feel good
through any story about the
economy, and it is thus less
SEE

NEWMAN PAGE 6

It's official: the Hatchet is
back. Now what ? Where is the
Hatchet going to be kept? Who
decides the future of this relic?
These are just a few of the questions going through the minds
of those who care about this
piece of UPS history.
Since the Hatchet's return,
very little has been publicly announced in regard to its fate.
Why all the secrecy? The Hatchet is supposedly a symbol of the
Logger spirit, so I feel like we
Loggers should have some say
in what becomes of it. Chances
are it will remain hidden behind
the red tape and then wind up
back in its secure glass case, or
a beefed up version of it, where
everyone will gradually stop caring about it again.
For me, the Hatchet itself is of
little importance as an object. It
stands for more than en emblem
of lumberjack culture. It stands
for an aspect of college life that
has been lacking for years at
UPS: mischief. There are altogether too few pranks occurring
on this campus. In my opinion,
students are too comfortable
walking down the sidewalk every day. They ought to be kept
on their toes. Campus just gets
boring if every day its the same
old thing. Life is much more fun

when we can't trust our expectations. Maybe that's just me.
Ron Thom stated that he
wants to continue the "tradition" of keeping the Hatchet on
campus, thus the high levels of
security. Personally, I feel like
the real tradition is in students
stealing the Hatchet. I'll be
honest, I kind of want to steal it
myself. The Hatchet is only exciting and mysterious when it's
in flux.
Don't get me wrong, I'mglad
the Hatchet is back, but I find
myself already looking forward
to the next controversy. Its removal is inevitable, so I want
to take this opportunity to
challenge everyone to get creative this time. Rumor has it
that the last time it got stolen,
a couple guys pulled a bunch
of fire alarms across campus to
distract security, while another
student broke the glass and took
the Hatchet. Pretty straightforward. The rule is that all future
thieves must now do it differently. Good luck.
Don't look at this as me inviting you to commit acts of
vandalism. What I'm doing is
giving you the push to perpetuate an age old tradition. It's
your right as Logger to claim
your piece of the Logger spirit.
-Travis was written up by security during his freshman year for attempting to take the replica hatchet.
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The dilemma of a germy water tap in the SUB
BY DAVID COHN
OPINIONS WRITER

Everyday, hundreds of UPS
students opt for water at the
SUB. It is cheap, healthy, and
creates an allure of sophistication. There is a choice to
make though, which divides
us into two kinds of people:
those who lean the inside of
their cup against the tab, and
those who awkwardly use their
finger to get the job done.
I can speak for all the
fingerers out there, because I am one of them.
We really do want to use
our glass, but we always go
through the same mental argument: "Hundreds of people
touch this tab. This filthy tab
will be touching my cup. What
if my lips ever touch where
the tab touched? That would
be like having hundreds of
people rubbing their fingers

on the inside of my mouth.
A somewhat sexual, yet horribly unsanitary possibility.
For weeks I have not known
what to do about the problem.
I often find myself staring at
the tab for several minutes trying to make the right choice.
Sometimes an attractive girl
is waiting for the water behind me and I do not know
what to do. Would she be
disgusted if I used my finger?
Would she scoff if I didn't?
The anguish was becoming
almost unbearable, when a solution suddenly came to me.
My dilemma, I realized,
was causing a simple paradox: Those who use their fingers on the tab are afraid of
germs, and the only germs
on the tab come from people who use their fingers.
Ironically, the very people
who are afraid of the problem
are the ones who are caus-

Human
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ing it! It is a vicious cycle and
the only way to get out of
it is if we all work as a team.
This is why I propose
that, starting November
1st, all of us stop using our
fingers on the water tab.
If every single one of us
abstains, then we will never
need to finger another tab
again. We could end the cycle and bring forth a new era
in beverage consumption.
So water-drinkers, tell your
friends. Spread the news.
Make a difference! In less
than a month, we can all
work together and solve one
of the greatest problems ever
to plague our fine university.
If you want in on this new
movement, join the Facebook
group, "Stop Our Fingering of the Tabs." Become a
part of S.O.F.T. and together
we can make a difference!
• David is often dehydrated.
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Fingering the water tap: Facing the same difficulties day
after day. To press with your finger or press with your cup?
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UPS sidewalks are awkward places
BY LISA GRISWOLD
OPINIONS WRITER

Walking down a sidewalk
on campus, you see someone
approaching from the other
side. But you realize that you
are too far to comprehend the
vague figure, so you look to
the left, to the right and take a
peek at your cell phone. Now
you are close enough so you
steal a glance. Questions immediately erupt in your head:
do I know this individual? If
so, how well do I know them?
What method should I use to
salute my greetings to them?
If you are a student, then
I am sure you have encountered, at the very least, a bit of
the awkward culture of UPS.
Our campus possesses some
interesting social eccentricities,
and I am going to take you on a
whirlwind, adventure to expose
their absurd nature. Maybe an
"awkward logger" sign should
be added to our campus lingo
as it seems we rightly qualify.
Many students have commented on the different
ways of UPS-esque greetings that I hope to reveal.
There is of course, the glance,
as if implying "I knew you at
one point, but now I do not
know who the devil you are."
Then there is the smile, as if
saying "yes, hello. We did have
some good times together...
back in the day, however."
The next is the quick "hey"
and "how are you?" which goes
so far as to explicitly recognize
the person. But this does not
really imply a personal interest
in the individual. More often
than not, I bet you could anticipate the cliched response in
advance. A response of "good",
"great';, or a personal favorite,
"tired" are frequented phrases.
Last, there is the stop and
converse with questions that
surpass an initial greeting.
Not always a possibility due
to the immediacy of a dash
to class, but definitely worthwhile when there is time.
Student conversation has
also brought another controversial facet of greetings to the
table. The distance at which
you begin to acknowledge is a
question at hand. Quite often

CONT. FROM PAGE 4
to in a girl in the first place.
I would therefore like to defend my fellow females who love
and appreciate sweatpants for
their comfort but not for their
confidence boosting ability.
We love the bulkiness of
sweatpants for a reason: it
hides the food baby when we
have overeaten or are too lazy 111
to suck it in, and they alleviate
the pressure that skinny jeans
put on our reproductive organs.
But if you guys truly love us
best when we are comfortably
wearing our sweatpants and
only merely appreciate it or
think it is "cute when we get all
dolled up, I would really love to
see your girlfriend wear sweatpants on your next dinner out.
I would also love to see some
ladies burp or fart in front of
their male friends while they
are all relaxing and having a
few beers. Burping and farting are just as natural phenomena to women as they are
to men, so why hide the fact?
If boys think girls are most attractive when they are at their
most relaxed and uninhibited,
why not let it all go and reveal our truest inner femme?
Somehow I doubt the
claim that boys like us best at
our most natural, because I
know for a fact that most of
you are also uncomfortable

•

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES SPENCER WADNIZAK

"Ummm, hi?": Every student at UPS has undoubtably encountered the age old challenge
of trying to maneuver the narrow sidewalks without too much awkward eye-contact.
you may be challenged with
the dilemma of smiling too far
in advance and having your
jaw hurt because of a misinterpreted distance between
you and the target individual.
Possibly you are familiar
with the scene of when you
realize the waving and smiling is being recognized by the
wrong person. The best part of
the situation is realizing you
have no relation at all to each
other and quickly make sure
to indicate your recognition
of the other nearby person.
The rite of passage on the
sidewalks is an additional
quirk on our campus. In most
cases, groups are formed while
walking to and from places. Like flocks of birds, students come in groups of four
to five, but rest assured, "V"
formations have yet to form.
Considering the small expanse of the sidewalks, the
question that comes about is:
who moves out of the way?
Through observation, I have
found the trend seems to be a
movement of just one group
to the side of the path, while

NEWMAN
interesting than the case
of Paul Newman's death.
While people may not be
able to feel truly good about
themselves through the discovery of his death, they can create ways for themselves to feel
good, either through appreciation of their own circumstances, or by expounding upon
what a good person he was.
It is pathetic which events
are being regarded as newsworthy in today's society.
When Miley Cyrus did
a questionably clad photo
shoot for Vanity Fair, everyone knew about it, because
it received far more coverage
than most national issues that
were going on at the time.
It is unsettling that especially in the case of today's youth,
people seem to know far more
about stories that will have no
bearing on their actual lives,
than practical matters like the

SWEATS

the other stays rigidly intact.
There is one more peculiarity that students seem to be
faced with on a frequent basis.
Picture this: you are walking and hear something slowly
approaching from behind.
But you are not sure what
it is. Is it a creeper? Should
I run to an emergency light
post? And then it turns out
that it is just a golf cart.
Should we really be diving
out of the way to let a golf cart
careen down the sidewalk in
hot pursuit of UPS vigilantism?
The response is: it just depends
on the situation. Sure, go ahead
and hop, skip, and jump out of
the way if you have a wide expanse of grass nearby. However,
I hope you do not get caught in
a situation of elevated awkwardness where a leap into a hidden
lawn quagmire or plunge into
the pokey bushes are requirements to get out of the way.
Even my own experience of
my admittance to UPS the
previous year was met with an
introduction to the concept
of the awkward turtle and the
vast library of other options.

The awkward loch ness, turkey, moose, and flag (normal
or hoisted and waving) were
soon a part of my vocabulary.
Somebody should create an
awkward logger, but the sign
would probably be misunderstood as a signal to start the
UPS hack and chop cheer.
All of these awkward situations provide hilarious fodder for chat about campus
culture. Since our campus is
so small, it is often compared
to the high school situation.
Everyone is assumed to know
each other, at the very least by
face, after the course of four
years here. So in this case, we
should embrace the similarities of obscurity between us.
It happens to all of us, so give
it a hearty chuckle or two and
deal with it. Take advantage of
the small campus atmosphere
and be happy that you frequently run into people you know and
that you will come to recognize
the faces of just about everyone.
Lisa was once run over by one
of those carts... watch out.

CONT. FROM PAGE 5
economy and the election,
which will have the potential to affect them personally.
It is routinely the case
that stories of no great importance trump those of
more importance because
they are more "interesting."
In reality, what can be more
interesting than those issues
that will affect ourlives directly ?
It is for this reason, I think,
that stories such as those
about celebrities should remain where they belong: in
the Arts and Entertainment
sections. I do not think it is
appropriate for entertainment stories to be placed on
a level with serious issues.
So love Paul Newman as
much as you want, just not as
the top story in the country.
Meredith Lawrence prefers
Kraft anyway.

TIMESQAREGOSSIP.COM

Priorities: New Readers today seem more interested in
reading about celebrities than world news.

We love and appreciate
sweatpants for their comfort
but not for their confidence
boosting abilities.
with the idea that girls even
have unpleasant bodily function capacity. In fact, one of
my guy friends from home
only half jokes about the fact
that he prefers to pretend
that girls don't even poop.
My point is this: you boys
love us when we are natural and comfortable in our
sweatpants, but yet you still
hold us to unyielding double
standards that dictate how
ladies are supposed to act.
This is unfair and you cannot claim to want it both ways.
Wearing sweatpants is a form of
relaxation, of letting go and of
not being self-conscious about
what is proper and improper.
This level ofcomfort mayvery
well be achieved and accepted
within close relationships, but
do guys really want all girls feeling relaxed enough to let appearances and manners slide?
Unless you boys are comfortable with your female
friends and girlfriends farting
and burping and talking about
inappropriate things around
you, you are not truly comfortable with the female reality.
We are not as delicate as you
think, not as proper as you expect and certainly not as wellbehaved as you like to imagine.
The allure and mystique
that is femininity will cease
to exist if sweatpants and
all that is implicit in their
comfort becomes the norm.
So what is it going to be,
boys ? Are you willing to concede the special effort your girl
makes for you for her comfort
and digression from behavioral norms ? I didn't think so.
Lauren is wearing sweatpants.
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Men and women's cross country travel to
Oregon to race in Willamette Invitational
Logger XC fares well against elite competition last weekend
was the third week in a row that
she has paced the women's team.
Junior Ali Garel (Greenwood
Saturday, Oct. 4 found the Village, Colo.) ran a tough race
Logger men's and women's and was the second Logger to
Cross Country teams in Salem, finish the race. She crossed
Oregon for the Willamette the finish line with a time of
Charles Bowles Invitational. 19:37.09. Maddie Coffman of
The competition was held at Willamette won the race in a
Bush Park in Salem. After com- personal best time of 17:37.53.
On the men's side, Junior
peting hard in two prior meets,
the Charles Bowles Invitational Francis Reynolds (Palo Alto,
gave the Loggers their first look Calif.) continued his strong
at many of the teams they will season with a tenth place finbe competing against during ish. His time of 25:15.12 was
Conference meets. Eight of the fastest of any DIII runner
in the meet.
the nine NWC
Saturday
schools com"Although I was the
marked the
peted on Saturtop DIII finisher, I
second time
day along with
in three races
several Diviknow that nothing is
that Reynolds
sion II schools.
The course won or lost in October" has been the
looked great
-Francis Reynolds fastest DIII
runner in the
on paper but
field and his
paper doesn't
hold much weight in the third consecutive top ten finNorthwest. What both teams ish. Junior Andrew Bonica
found on a cold and rain y Sat- (Tualatin, Ore.) continued his
urday was a course made most- trend of gutsy runs and was the
ly of mud. The Loggers made next Logger to cross the finish
the best of a sloppy situation line with a time of 26:22.46.
and even turned it into an ad- Scott Bauhs of Chico State,
vantage over some unsuspect- coming off an impressive win
ing California teams. At the at the Stanford Invite a week
end of the day, the men's team before, was the favorite comtook 16th while the women ing into the meet and won
finished 18th in what may have the men's race. He finished
been the most challenging race just over a minute in front of
of the season to this point. Reynolds in a time of 24:06.32.
"I felt like I raced well, despite
Both the mens and the women's fields included nearly three the fact that my legs didn't feel
hundred runners from as far their greatest. Although I was
south as Chico, California and the top DIII finisher I know
as far north as British Colum- that nothing is won or lost in
bia. UPS went to the competi- October. It's nice to know I can
tion with two strong teams and run like that, should a similar
the results demonstrated their situation arise come conference
competitiveness. The to_p fin- or regionals." Said Reynolds.
Through three races Reynisher on the women's side was
Junior Emma Kelsey (Bayside, olds and Kelsey have emerged
Calif /Arcata) who finished in as team leaders. Both runners
18:46.48 and took 24th place. It have been the top Logger finisher in all three races of the
BY DAVID SKOLNIK
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young season. As the team
continues to build toward the
conference championship meet
it will fall on the legs of the
rest of the team to give UPS a
chance to win the overall team
championship. So far they
have proven willing to carry
the weight, improving in each
race and putting in the type
of work at practice that promises even better results to come.
"I'm pretty confident we'll get
to where we want to be come
regionals. We have two more
weeks to prepare ourselves for
our final test.'' Said Reynolds.
If their leaders continue their
strong running and the rest
of the team continues to improve, there will be nothing
stopping this year's Loggers.
The team will get another
look at their conference competition next week when they
travel to Parkland, Wash. to
compete in the PLU invitational. There are only two
meets remaining before conference kicks off on Nov. 1 in
Walla Walla. At this point, all
the teams are looking at each
other eye-to-eye. By the end
of the season the Loggers hope
to be looking at their competition from the top of the conference championship podium.
•David Skolnik is Tha Skolnik
III. True story.
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Top: Junior Jesse Baldridge (Piedmont, Calif.) fights for position in a pack
of runners last weekend. Middle: Hayley Walker (Cambria, Calif.) ran a
steady race Saturday in Salem. Bottom: Junior Francis Reynolds finished
first among Division III competitors with a time of just over 25 minutes.
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Logger volleyball trips up against Whitworth
Pirates, but able tograb a win against Missionaries
BY BRIAN WALKER
SPORTS EDITOR

The University of Puget Sound
Volleyball team suffered their
first conference defeat of the
year last Saturday at the hands
of the Whitworth Pirates. The
defeat was a large blow to the
ninth-ranked Loggers who were
running on the momentum of
a four-game winning streak.
The Pirates, on the other
hand, came into Saturday's bout
trying to shake a three game losing streak. It took them four
games to complete the upset
in a match-up that, on paper,
should have belonged to UPS.
"We lacked energy and communication on the court....We
seemed to feel content that our
skills, without any effort, would
beat that team [Whitworth],"
said Junior Outside Hitter Lindsey Denman (Kenmore, Wash.).
The first game bean with a
pair of UPS kills by junior Kelsie Telge (Kenmore, Wash.) and
Freshman Br nn Blickenstaff
(Eagle, Idaho). In an exciting
first game that saw seven ties
and three lead-changes, this 2-0
lead was the biggest the Loggers
would have. Whitworth quickly
rebounded and slowly climbed
to a late lead that they would not
relinquish. The Pirates got up by
as many seven points in the final
volleys of the first game, finishing 25-18 and securing the first
win on their way to the upset.

It would not be completely
clear sailing for the Pirates
however, as -UPS bounced back
strong in game two and laid low
the opposition, 25-13. A flurry
of offense from the Loggers
was headed again by Denman
who had two early aces to help
put UPS on top 4-0. Freshman
Erika Greene (Draper, Utah)
led the Loggers in kills on Friday with ten, five of which came
in game two. For Denman,
Greene brings an unmistakable excitement to the court.
"She always comes in with this
aura of energy, ready to put the
ball away," said Denman. "Right
when a team thinks they have
us figured out, we can bring in
one of a dozen secret weapons."
The Loggers looked to keep
rolling after winning game two
by a landslide, but as game three
got underway it was apparent
that Whitworth had regained
their composure. This time it was
the Pirates' turn to move to an
early lead which they maintained
for a large portion of the game.
After being down 10-6 the
Loggers managed to string together a number of successful
attacks to tie the game at 10-10.
However, it was the last time
the game would be tied. Whitworth capitalized on a number
of Logger attack errors and never looked back, running away
with the third game, 25-19.
With a must-win situation at
hand for the Loggers in game

four, they failed to produce.
Whitworth raced off to yet another early lead. But this time,
the Loggers did not mount
any noticeable comeback and
trailed the whole game until the
end. The Pirates won the fourth
game 25-16, the lowest point
total for the Loggers all night,
and with it, the match. Denman sees the loss as an opportunity for learning and reevaluating how they ought to reach
their championship aspirations.
"I think a loss this early in

"I think a loss this
early in the year will
be good for us. We've
already come so far since
then..."
-Lindsey Denman
the year will be good for us.
We've already come so far
since then and we have been
working hard in the gym to
figure out what we need to do
to be the best," said Denman.
The girls did not have any
time to contemplate the loss
however because Saturday
meant a trip to Walla Walla to
battle the Whitman Missionaries. Whitman is currently last
in conference standings but
Friday's match-up had taught
the Loggers that every conference opponent poses a threk
-

Saturday featured a much
more determined Logger
team, one that was highlighted by a stunning performance by Lindsey Denman.
Denman finished the match
with 14 kills and a .500 hitting percentage. Puget Sound's
defense played stronger as
well, allowing only 28 points
by the Missionaries. Denman
was quick to defer credit for
the win to the play and enthusiasm of her teammates.
"I wasn't the only one that
wanted to make a difference
on the court. We had huge
numbers all across the board.
That's what's great about our
team, a few people step up and
everyone else bounces off of
them; we have an unbeatable
energy. Once we learn to contain that type of power, we'll
be unstoppable," said Denman.
The Missionaries started slow,
committing several errors in the
first game and failing to do much
to stop the steady play of the
Loggers' front row. In addition
to Denman who had six kills in
game one, and Blickenstaff, who
had three kills and an ace in the
first game, was Junior Emma
Bryant (South St. Paul, Minn.)
with four kills of her own.
Denman and the UPS front
continued to outscore Whitman in game two, which started
evenly enough but soon had the
Loggers leading 10-4. This time
however, the Loggers' offense

was supplemented by some effective serving. Freshmen Katie Regan (Costa Mesa, Calif.)
and Erika Greene, and Senior
Jamee Fred (Centennial, Colo.)
all had aces in game two. With
the Missionaries unable to
stop the Logger offense, game
two went easily to UPS 25-14.
The final game of the match
proved to be more of the same
as a focused Puget Sound squad
continued to pound down kill
after kill against an outmatched
Whitman. Junior Kalli Kamphaus (Manson, Wash.) finished
strong with four of her nine kills
coming in the third game. As
the Loggers built an even larger
lead, any hope of a comeback for
Whitman quickly disappeared.
Game three ended in a clear win
for the Loggers 25-15 and ending
the match in three short games.
UPS looks to solidify their
lead atop the Northwest Conference standings this Friday
and Saturday when George Fox
University and Lewis and Clark
College, respectively, come to
Tacoma. Due to the ongoing
construction in the Collins
Memorial Fieldhouse, both
games will be held at 7:00 at
Stadium High School. George
Fox and Lewis and Clark are
tied for second in the conference, along with #20 PLU.
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-Brian Walker is sitting around
and feeling far away.
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Above: Freshman Katie Regan serves the ball in an previous game. Above
right: Volleyball Coach Mark Masse gives a pep-talk to his team between
games. Bottom Right: Junior Kelsie Telge celebrates with teammates.
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UPS women's soccer moves to 6-0 in
Conference play; men split weekend
Men beat Linfield Wildcats,
send Pacific Boxers packing
from midfield, Pacific's Michael Iacolucci (Seattle, Wash.)
chipped the ball from 13 yards
It was a roller coaster week- out, getting it past the Logers' keeper Greg Saetrum
end for the Men's Soccer team,
hosting two matches on a (Boise, Idaho) and into the goal.
It wasn't long until the Logdreary Peyton Field. Battling
through gloomy northwest gers struck back, scoring in the
weather, the team suffered a 30th minute of the first half. The
loss to Linfield College on Sat- score came after Taylor Hyde
urday but emerged victorious (Sandy, Utah) took the rebound
Sunday after beating Pacific in following a save by Derek Woodthe final minutes of the match. worth (Tacoma, Wash.). Hyde
The wet and windy weather booted the ball from the right
seemed to give the Wildcats post, effectively tying the game
the advantage Saturday af- at 1-1 heading into the half.
ternoon, as they were able to The second half saw both
keep the Loggers on their heels offenses pushing to get a goal
for the first half of the match. up on the board, but the gameThe Loggers fought back winner didn't come until there
with staunch defense, deflect- was a foul on Sophomore Zach
ing every Wildcat opportunity Semago (Tacoma, Wash.) in
to score. Within the first 44 the 80th minute. Taylor Hyde
minutes Linfield out-shot the converted on the penalty kick,
Loggers 7-4, but were unable to making that his second PK goal
put a single point on the score- and fourth goal of the season.
board. It looked as if the teams With the Loggers leadwould go into halftime tied ing 2-1 with just over ten minat 0-0, but with two seconds utes left in the second half, it
left Linfield's Kevin Donato would be up to the defense to
(McMinnville, Ore.) scored secure the victory. The Boxthe lone goal of the match. ers pushed back, but were unThe Loggers came out roar- able to stop the uncompromising in the second half, getting ing Logger defense, securing
off ten shots compared with just the 2-1 victory for the team.
two for Linfield. A strong p er- Just three of the Boxers'
formance from Linfield Goal eight goal attempts were on
Keeper Joe Locascio (Salem, target, giving Greg Saetrum
Ore.) prevented the Loggers two saves on the day. Pacific's
from scoring the goal that would Andrew Stevermer (Gillette,
send the match into overtime. Wyo.) had five saves, allowIt was relatively the same ing the two Logger goals.
weather Sunday but a com- The Loggers finished the
pletely different story for the weekend 2-1-2 in the Northwest
Loggers. Hosting the Pacific Conference and 4-4-2 overBoxers, the men looked to all. This weekend the Loggers
improve on the disappoint- head down to Salem to face off
ing loss from the day before. against NWC rival Willamette
It was a shaky start for the before coming home to face
Loggers as the Boxers were cross-town rival PLU at Baker
able to score just 16 seconds Stadium on Wednesday at 3:30.
into the first half. Dribbling • Chris Dugovich is a "tongue"
BY CHRIS DUGOVICH
SPORTS WRITER
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Below: Three members of the women's soccer team celebrate a big play against Pacific University. Above:
Sophomore Midfielder Chris Shaw (Coeur d'Alene, Idaho) makes an attempt on Pacific's goal in Sunday's Game.

Ladies send Oregon foes home defeated
BY KYRAFRIEDELL
SPORTS WRITER

Tacoma's Indoor Rock Climbing Gym!
Come climb with us! Ed g eworks is a fun place
to stay active and meet great people!
Over 200 Boulder, Top-Rope & Lead Routes
Beginner through Expert Level Climbs
Climbing School Classes for All Abilities
Learn To Slackline on our 33' Slackline

COlie

e Student Prices

*

;v;

Seekin g a hig her education? Let off some steam
and j oin other students for some climbin g !
Student Memberships Prices
PLUS: Members Can Bring l'' Time Guests FREE!
Colleg e Student Ni g ht
S9 Day Pass • 2nd Friday Each Month • 5-10pm

Yog a balances your mind and body through
core stren g th, endurance and breathin g .
Edge Yoga - Core Strengthening and Endurance
Mixed Level Yoga - Relax, Breath and Align
FREE! Yog a!! - Annual Members Get FREE! Yoga!

Like their dry season promises of abstinence from drugs
and alcohol, the Logger Women's Soccer team has kept their
record intact. Soccer players
are well known around campus for their dry season, but
are even more renowned across
the country for their position as fourth in the nation.
The Loggers were already
up three goals thirty minutes
into the first half against the
Wildcats of Linfield during
their game on Saturday, Oct. 4.
Junior Goal Keeper Kallie
Wolfer (Salt Lake City, Utah)
maintained a shut out during her ninety minutes on the
field, while Freshman Mikaela Freeman (Alameda. Cali)
paved the way to the Loggers
five-zero win with a hat trick.
The Loggers domination of
Linfield was proven by their
impressive shot statistics. While
Linfield only attempted two
shots on goal during the nine-

ty minutes of play, the UPS
women's offense produced 20
Head Coach Randy Hanson,
has set high standards for the
team, which had a very successful season last year. Hanson, a five-time coach of the
year for the Northwest conference, returns after a year off.
"He works us hard and expects a lot from us which can
be difficult, but we are fourth
in the nation, so it's obviously
paid off" Freshman Theresa
Henle (Issaquah, Wash.) said.
Henle is one of seven freshmen that has joined the team's
roster of 25. Even with their
strong record and history this
year, the women's team is fairly young. They will be losing
four seniors this year, including Janece Levien (Beaverton,
Ore.) who may or may not
opt to use her additional year
of eligibility. Levien scored
the team's first goal before the
first five minutes of the game.
The wins against Linfield and
Pacific are crucial for the Loggers
record as both teams are in the
Northwest Conference. Linfield

lost to Pacific 4-3. The Loggers
win Sunday, Oct. 5 against Pacific put them in a very comfortable position statistically,. This
success will hopefully help propel them into the post-season.
The women's team continued setting the pace during
their match against the Boxers of Pacific University with
their 3-0 win. Wolfer continued her dominance in goal,
while Levien and Freeman
led the Loggers to their sixth
Northwest Conference win.
Levien also scored her tenth
and eleventh goals of the season and assisted Freeman
in her sixth goal of the year.
The Loggers upheld a positive presence on field, more
than doubling Pacific in their
attempted shots on goal.
All of the game's goals were
scored during, the first period.
The women's team leads the
conference with 25 goals and
continue their NWC schedule this weekend against Willamette and Lewis and Clark.
Kyra Friedell is now published
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"HEY YOU," Party time,
EXCELLENT!

ington staff, way to rock at
S
life.

"HEY YOU," I'm covered
in lizards.

"HEY YOU," wildly
original, intensely lyrical,
piano powered indie chick.
Theres no one better.

"HEY YOU," since I've
lost you, I'm lost too. Feeling like a I'm at the bottom
like a horse shoe. Sorry for
the trouble that I've put you
and your heart through.
God knows that I'd do anything for a part two.
"HEY YOU," thanks for
the seeds!
Wanna submit a Hey
You? Email trailheyyou@
ups.edu or put one in the
box in the cellar.
Rules:
No reference to
drug or alcohol use
No references to
identifiable people
. No excessive use
of foul language
"HEY YOU," Your mullet is almost as repulsive as
your penchant for loud orgasms in the dorm.
"HEY YOU," ResNet,
you're getting $40,000 a
year from every student
here...so WHY is my family's dial-up faster than the
connection I get on campus?
"HEY YOU," Kappa Kai
Bid or Die! Headsure and
Cockstrong.
"HEY YOU," Next time
can I get some visible bite
marks please?
"HEY YOU," Tacoma
weather, thanks for bitchslapping the freshmen into
reality.

"HEY YOU," cafeteria
lady, I want more NOODLES!
"HEY YOU," it didn't
come from the bay area.
"HEY YO U," long-haired
cellar man, when you make
my pizzas, you make my
da.
Y
"HEY YOU," glad you
liked my jokes. Digits?
"HEY YOU," I feel like
you should move to Harrington.
"HEY YOU," I walked in
on you playing strip poker
and it was awkward.
"HEY YOU," smiley girl,
you make my heart glow.
"HEY YOU," Grease
dancers, nice moves.
"HEY YOU," sandwich
bar in the sub! That chipotle sauce stuff was super
good. Bring it back.
"HEY YOU," put on
some god damn pants.
"HEY YO U," freshman
girl, go home.

"HEY YOU," Sarah Palin stop coming on to all
of America with your suggestive winks. At least have
the decency to buy us dinner first!

"HEY YOU," acceptable
water polo boy, I miss your
curly golden locks.

"HEY YOU," A/L First
Floor Girls, I'm so glad I
have you. I couldn't have
asked for better friends. I
love you all.

"HEY YOU," tall girl
who works in the sub,
where have you been? We
have missed your sweet
smile and strange noises.

"HEY YOU," Mr. accordian player, you sure are
a snazzy dancer. I think
that's so cool, we should
swing sometime.

"HEY YOU," have you
gotten that rash checked
out lately?

"HEY YOU," I will always get your back, fluffers !
"HEY YOU," So Listen...
can I have your number?
Can I? Can I have it? Can
I have it.
"HEY YOU," pooh bear,
don't let the bee get your
honey.

"HEY YOU," start another riot with TLOCS!
"HEY YOU," when will
you clean my art?

"HEY YOU," I know I
chose the guy from UW
over you, but I still can't
get you out of my head.
"HEY YOU," Happy 1
year, you are incredible. I
love you!

"HEY YOU," wash your
nasty dishes that have been
in the sink for days.

"HEY YOU," sexy violin girl, I guess my terrible
asthma and weak chest
aren't the only things that
leave me breathless.
"HEY YOU," hottie crew
bro, I bet you can really row
row row my boat.

•

"HEY YOU," AL Shar-

Launch your career
on an international playing field!

S

Make a difference at a grassroots level.

"HEY YOU," Get Sick
08!
"HEY YOU," I almost
had you!
"HEY YOU," boldest of
bold, I would love some of
your magic.
"HEY YOU," short
haired frisbee girl, wanna
come over and work on
some physics sometime?
"HEY YOU," annoying
know it all in Japanese, no
one is impressed by your
excess knowledge or your
unsolicited sharing of it
with the whole class. Just
be quiet.
"HEY YOU," magic man,
cheer up! Sad timidness
doesn't suit that handsome
face of yours. Smile!

PEACE
CORPS
Get the latest updates
on available assignments
Wednesday, Oct. 15
5 - 6 p.m.
Wyatt Hall (Room 301)
peacecorps.gov

800.424.8580 I

"HEY YOU," get strawberry ice cream! Please!
"HEY YOU," freshmen,
stop being so messy in the
cellar!
"HEY YOU," cute baseball player, es una lastima
que yo no estoy en la clase
de espanol conti porque...
you're cute.
"HEY YOU," What She
Said! You're so hot!! You
should perform soon, like
November 2nd!!!
"HEY YOU," people who
made the Wall-e poster,
the lasso tool is NOT your
friend.

"HEY YOU," love actually is all around.

"HEY YOU," McMuffin.

"HEY YOU," if you get
down and quarrel everyday
you're saying prayers to the
devil I say.

"HEY YOU," Mr. Happy
Hands, maybe you should
keep those paws to yourself
for a change.

This event will be hosted
by Erin Carlson, a graduate of the
University of Puget Sound
and a returned Peace Corps Volunteer.

W

^

n

Renton/Seattle/Kirkland app

A

Special couple is seeking a healthy 21-30 year old Japanese (or 1/2
Japanese) woman to be their egg donor. Confidential/Anonymous.
All appointments at highly regarding local clinic with offices in
Tacoma & Seattle. $5,000 compensation. For more info:
nwfertility@msn.com

4

206 - 285 - 4855 nwfertility@msn.com

365 Days of Birth Control.

• •

Plan Now, Pay Later!

•

•

Visit us for one short
appointment and walk out the
door with a year's supply
of birth control
and a convenient low
monthly payment plan.

fp Planned Parenthood
01

"HEY YOU," I miss enchilada day.

•

"HEY YOU," Hatchet,
welcome back to UPS. I
hope you're here for a
while.

Western Washington

www.ppww.org
1.800.23o.PLAN
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all break is a great time to get out and away, to stay in and be cozy, or
to explore and take in the leaves and trees. Whether you're hopping

on a plane or walking to the SUB, there are plenty of ways to have a
fulfilling fall break and de-stress.

Harvest traditions
from corn to dorm
BY MARY KRAUSZER
FEATURES WRITER

Growing up in the land of
sled dogs, Sarah Palin, and
short growing seasons, I've been
cheated out of the wonders of
the traditional harvest season.
Alaskans welcome winter by zipping in the liners of our Columbia jackets and plugging in the
block heaters in our 4x4 Subarus. But this not-as-northern
Northwest offers a whole new
set of fall activities, incorporating traditions from the agricultural origins of Washington.
With fall break fast approaching, those of you not
returning to your own home
states' winter-welcomes should
consider taking part in the
fun and friendly traditions
the Seattle area has for you.
Stemming from the agricultural base of the northwest,
popular fall harvest activities
include a trip to a local farm for
harvest fun. Beginning in September, several local farms open
their specially-planted corn
fields and abundant pumpkin
patches to locals and tourists.
One of these is Maris Farms,
located just outside Seattle. The
main attraction there is the corn
maze, with everything from kid's
days to haunted night mazes.
Corn mazes are a fairly new
tourist attraction, becoming
popular only in the 90's, but have
developed into massive and intricate activities. The Maris corn
maze is estimated to take about
45 minutes, which you can
imagine could be quite the hike.
Past mazes have featured pictures of everything from jacko-lanterns and spider webs, to
salmon and mountainscapes.
Each year the mazes grow more
intricate and complex; this year's
is sure to make a fun and affordable fall break activity. Maris
Farms and other local corn
mazes are generally less than ten
dollars per person for regular

admission, and slightly more
expensive for themed mazes
such as haunted or night mazes.
If you're looking for a bit more
adventure than the classic corn
maze, consider attending one of
the Haunted Woods activities.
Basically, it is a haunted house,
but in a corn field. All of us
who have seen the movie Signs
know why this might add a little excitement. The Maris Farms
haunted forest springs to life
each weekend until the night after Halloween. Tickets for this
event are usually $20, but must
be bought in advance because of
ticket demands and regulated
time slots. To keep the woods especially creepy, participants are
kept in small groups and given
only a certain amount of time to
finish the maze. The lines can get
long, so be sure to plan on a wait
time and dress for the weather.
In addition to mazes, a popular local farm harvest activity is
pumpkin picking. Sure, you can
just go buy one at Fred Meyer
or Safeway, but wouldn't picking your own pumpkin for your
dorm room make it that much
more festive? If you're looking over your twelve square
feet of dorm room and doubting you can fit another squash
on your desk, consider a trip
to the pumpkin patch just to
see the pumpkins and participate in the many fun activities
that don't involve taking home
your own gourd. At Maris
Farms, for example, there are
hayrides, a petting zoo, a jump
pillow, a sensory trail (a haunted house experience during
daylight hours), and pig races.
The many harvest traditions of
the Seattle area offer fun for all
ages. Maris Farms is only one example of nearby fall fest. Links
to several other local farms are
available on Tacomamama.com .
So, before dawning your down
coats and winter boots, get out
and enjoy the fall that the traditional Northwest has to offer.

Embracing the
essence of autumn
Not leaving for fall break?
Sample fall Northwest style.
BY SHELBY TAYLOR
FEATURES WRITER

Fall has fallen. Squashes and
pumpkins add cheer to the SUB,
green leaves have begun to take
on autumnal hues of red and orange and yellow around campus,
and the days of sunshine have
given way to sporadic showers.
Fall break is a time when
you really ought to partake in
the essence of fall. If you wait
too long, pumpkins get replaced with Christmas lights
and leaves abandon trees, leaving skeletons. (The rain does
not let up, though.) There are
many places within driving
distance where you can witness fall. Just head to other
Washington cities or Oregon.
Pumpkin patches are a great
place to get into fall. Scouring
row upon row of plump, orange
produce will allow October to
seep into your bones, even if you
are wearing the latest weatherproof North Face. Should you
have a means of transportation, a day trip to Oregon is an
option for such an occasion.
Sophomore Spencer Wadnizak recommends Portland or
Sauvie Island, which "is kind
of Northwest of Portland....
I know there are all sorts of
farm-ish things out there."
A Google image search of
"Sauvie Island pumpkin patch"
brought up an image of a mom
with a babe in her arms, and
the backdrop was a sea of orange. Each wore a grin because
October had come again. Another picture showed an infant
seated next to a particularly
oblong pumkin, and yes, the
child was only slightly taller.
Not only does a trip to the
pumpkin patch guarantee

prime material for a new Facebook album, but you can take
home whatever squash strikes
your fancy. Will you carve a
spooky scene or a traditional
toothy smile on your find?
The possibilities are endless.
If Portland is too out of
the way, heed wise Wadnizak: pumpkin patches are
something you have to look
hard for.... There are probably some right around here."
Puyallup is one such example, as it offers Spooner
Farms. At this location, you
can pair pumpkin picking
with corn maze navigating.
Perhaps pumpkins are not
your forte. Then away to Point
D you go. Sophomore Kirsten
Hansen went with her roommate last year and discovered it
was a great spot to witness the
changingleaves. The rose gardens
added a pleasant aroma to their
viewings, according to Hansen.
If you want to stay even closer,
Wright Park on Sixth Avenue
may be another area in which
to survey the season change.
The conservatory boasts exotic plants, and "more garden
mums and asters are on displaz
followed by exhibition mums,
at this time of year, according
to the conservatory's website.
Shading the conservatory are
Tacoma trees, which are sure
to be ablaze at this time of year.
Fall break on campus is not
a death sentence. Grabbing a
coat and your comrades for a
fall highlight tour courtesy of
Washington and Oregon will
have you thinking October. Use
this, dear reader, as a blueprint, a
jumping offpoint. Tis the season
to be stomping around in multicolored leaves and scooping out
pulp 'n' seeds from a pumpkin.
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Baking: an easy, delicious way to relax over break

S

College students don't have much extra cash, not to mention well-equipped
kitchens. But you don't need that to make delectable Rosie's Pumpkin Rolls •
BY AMBER CATFORD

FEATURES WRITER

Rosie's Pumpkin Rolls
/4 cup all purpose flour
2 tsp ground cinnamon
11/2 tsp ground ginger
1 tsp sifted baking powder
1 tsp ground nutmeg
'/z tsp salt
3 eggs
1 cup sugar
2/3 cup pumpkin puree
1 tsp fresh lemon juice
3

Filling
8oz. softened cream cheese
1 cup powdered sugar
1 tsp vanilla extract
Preheat oven to 375°. Grease
and flour an 18x 12" an
with wax paper. Sift flour, cin-

Those dreading their stay
on campus over fall break and
lamenting their vacationless
weekend should think again.
What better opportunity will
you have to actually get around
to doing all those leisure things
you always want to do but
never have time for? One of
the best (and tastiest) of these
oft-overlooked pasttimes is
baking something delicious.
For those of us who do not
have our own kitchens, though,
sometimes it can be a little
difficult to make it work in
the cramped and under-furbished kitchens of college life.
This is a straightforward and
easily adaptable recipe that can
be accomplished in even the
sparsest of kitchens. You do not
have to worry about following
the recipe too closely, because it
will turn out even with a sizeable
amount of creative alterations.
There really is no need to sift
anything as long as you make
sure you are not dumping in
any giant lumps of baking
powder, and an electric mixer
is not really necessary either.
A whisk or even a fork will do

namon, nutmeg, ginger, baking
powder, and salt. Set aside.
Beat eggs at high speed
until creamy: 1-2 min. Slowly
add sugar. Beat additional
3 minutes. Stir in pumpkin
puree and lemon juice. Fold
in flour mixture until barely
incorporated. Spread batter
carefully in prepared pan.
Bake 15 minutes, or until well
done. Spread tea towel on flat
surface and sprinkle liberally
w/ powdered sugar. Roll cake
into towel, refrigerate 3 hours,
make filling.
Unwrap chilled cake and
remove towel. Spread filling.
Roll and cover with powdered
sugar. Serve!
PHOTOS COURTESY OF AMBER CATFORD

you just fine, and forget about
the amount of time you are supposed to mix it for. As long as
it is thoroughly mixed, it really
should not be much of a problem. All you really need is a
pan, a bowl and a whisk or fork.
One of the things you cannot really do without in this
recipe, unfortunately, is the
wax paper. While most college students do not really keep
wax paper on hand, it is absolutely essential, so you might
have to splurge on that one.
After removing the cake from
the oven, you might suddenly
find yourself without a tea
towel, because really, what college student keeps one handy?
Do not fear, though! Why
would you need a tea towel
when you have paper towels?
Line up two paper towels next
to each other and you have
your own impromptu tea towel.
While the cake cools in the
fridge, you are left with a perfect
little bit of time in which to buckle down and get some studying
done. The anticipation of your
warm, gooey, delicious pumpkin roll will give you the motivation to do that holiday homework. When the three hours
are up, you have only to spread
the filling, roll it up, and enjoy!

Looking to travel? Look no further than Canada
BY CASEY WHITLATCH
FEATURES WRITER

Interested in getting the hell
out of dodge this Fall Break?
Why not get the hell out of the
country? Seriously. The Canadian border is only 151 miles from
our campus. But where to go in
Canada? It is the second largest
country in the world, after all.
Let's assume that you can devote two full days to your Canadian experience. This means
that we will be sticking with
the Province of British Columbia, but do not fret because
there is way more to do there
than you can fit into a weekend.
Before You Go

So do you or don't you need
a passport? Until this coming
June 1, no. Just make sure you
have proof of identity (like a
driver s license) AND proof of
citizenry (like a birth certificate). A passport will serve both
purposes if you do have one. This
is important, folks, because you
cannot get back into your native
land without these documents.
Exchanging your money might
be a good idea, depending on
your exact plans. But keep in
mind that almost all stores, restaurants and hotels accept U.S.
currency. Generally, it is not
necessary to change your money,
and you do get Canadian money
in change when you pay with
U.S. dollars, so you will have
some just in case. For more practical tips on travelling North,
visit www.explore.canada.travel.
Cultural Sights & Attractions
There are many opportunities
to get a little culture on your

mini vacation. Like museums.
The Museum of Anthropology is closed until March, but
The Vancouver Art Gallery is
exhibiting WACK! Art and

the Feminist Movement along
with a "site specific" project by
Marianne Nicolson entitled The
House of the Ghosts, which will
highlight artists from the Pacific Rim. Both of these exhibits
will run until January 11, 2009.
More interested in experiencing the culture gastronomically?
Check out the Granville Public
Market. Known for its specialty foods, it is open seven days
a week from 9 a.m - 7 p.m. Its
website touts it as 'escaping the
city without leaving it' (since it's
a short drive from Vancouver).
One of British Columbia's most
famous attractions, Afternoon
Tea at the Fairmont Empress is
a must-do. The Fairmont website offers a package combining
the Tea and a trip to the (also
famous) Butchart Gardens.
Maybe you are run down from
the stress of midterms. British
Columbia has plenty of spas to
choose from. The Aerie Resort
and Spa in Victoria spa, featured
on the "Leading Spas of Canada"
website, offers something called
vinotherapy, a chardonnay treatment foryour skin. If you are
looking fOr something a little
more conventional, there are
many other spas and resorts,
which can be found online.
According to their travel website, Vancouver has two main
areas for nightlife: Yaletown
and Gastown. If trendy is your
middle name, then Yaletown
is where your lust for refurbished warehouses and live indie music will be satisfied. If a
yuppier vibe will suit you better, check out Gastown for
nightlife in a historical setting.
Stanley Park is a famous destination. In addition to the large,
beautiful park (a great places
for a picnic if the weather's
nice) there is a large lake and
you can rent boats. The amazing Vancouver Aquarium is lo-

cated in Stanley Park as well.
And, of course, many of us
like to shop when we're on
vacation. Popular shopping
districts in B.C. include Commercial Drive, Robson Street,
and trendy, ol' Yaletown.

into the semester, but many of
us are in need of a vacation. The
drive to Canada is only around
three hours, but make sure you
leave early in the day because it
will probably take longer what

with traffic and delays at the border. And do not forget your documentation or you will be making your new home up north. An
escape from essays, deadlines and
SUB food is just over that border.

Outdoor Adventures

If you're looking for a little more fun in the (figurative) sun, there are plenty
of options for you, as well.
October closes the main whale
watching season in Victoria, so
if you are interested in spotting
some orcas or grays, now is your
chance. Traditional land and sea
viewing and tours are available,
and, for the adventurous, guided
kayak tours can be found as well.
The Radium Hot Springs
provides a natural setting for
your relaxation needs. Located just 140 miles north of
the U.S. border, this locale provides ample opportunity to ease
tired muscles and minds while
you observe wildlife from the
comfort of a natural, hot pool.
KootenayRockies,"British Columbia's mountain playground,"
offers many types of guided
recreation: rafting (many skill
levels), ATV tours, fishing and
flight seeing (plane or helicopter tours that can include other
activities like hiking or fishing).
The Van Dusen Botanical Gardens are also a must-see if you're
feeling outdoorsy. These expansive gardens features all sorts of
plants as well as a maze, waterfall, stone garden and meadow.
Maybe you are on the hunt
for something a little less structured. From mountains to
coastline to river valleys, British Columbia has it all. Websites like bcadventure.com ,
canadatrails.com , and bchiking.
com can help you outline your
perfect, individualized trip.
We may just be seven weeks

I
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The Peace Arch marks the U.S.-Canadian border.
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• 6-year-old loses place Does our abundance of nooks
in line, has day ruined make up for our lack of crannies?
•

BY BARRY GOODS
STORY BREAKER

a

S

S

It was shortly after recess when
Tyler Lennel, age six, lost his
spot in line, the fifth victim in a
string of related crimes at Puget
Elementary School this week.
According to eighteen eyewitness accounts, Lennel had been
the first to line up at the door
and deserved to be "line leader."
This did not, however, dissuade
fellow classmate Jeremy Colston,
who arrived several seconds later, from making a blatant dash
for the front. Lennel claims that
Colston, "did it on purpose"
.
and that he isn t even sorry."
Colston denies all allegations,
and claims he was nowhere
near the school that day. Says
the offender, also age-six, " No,
I didn't do it. Also, I only did
it because he cut me the day
before and he wouldn't sit by
me this morning." Investigative reporters are looking into
these new claims, but it seems
the accusations against Lennel's
character are groundless. "Also,"
Colston adds, "my sister got a
bike yesterday and my cousin
has a pet turtle that he lets me
hold sometimes. And also, I
am sometimes allergic to milk."
Lennel was born and raised
in the heartland of Tacoma by a

hardworking Hockey Mom and
his father, Joe Six-Pack. He had
noprevious reports of conflict,
and said he was surprised and
horrified to be victimized on
what had otherwise been a good
day. Says one concerned classmate, Sarah Ilstone, "Tyler is as
good as they come. I can't believe this happened, especially to
him. None of us can believe it. I
mean, you never think it's going
to happen to anyone that you
know and then all of a sudden...I
don't know. It's a huge reality
check. We all don't know what
to do we're in so much shock."
When pressed, Colston offered
a brief apology and lost five minutes of recess time. Lennel says
this is not good enough, and that
he is not even sure he wants to
come back to school ever again.
"It was the worst day ever," Says
Lennel, visibly distraught over
his recent encounter, "Jeremy
was my best friend and now I
don't want to be friends and I
am never speaking to him again
because he cut me on purpose."
The classroom teacher, who
was on scene at the time, could
not be reached for comment
and has not returned any of
our dozens of calls or emails.

BY PENELOPE SPLEENSTEIN
ARCHITECTURAL NOTER

Barry Goods once felt the sting
of line cutting in his youth, and has
never recovered.

-
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Sarah Ilstone, age 6, is shocked by ruthlessness of situation.
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With the start of this new academic year, students across campus are enjoying the recent completions of various architectural
projects on campus. After several
years in flux, Thompson Hall has
been successfully renovated and
opened again, alongside its hightech baby sister, Harned Hall.
Other developments include the
new sign adorning the entrance
to campus and the emergency
light poles lining our sidewalks.
In the big picture, these developments are tiny achievements
within the University's 2023
Master Plan for the campus,
an ongoing plan for changes
to occur over a span of twenty
years. The idea for this plan
stems from UPS' ongoing desire for progress. Several years
prior to these new projects,
the campus saw the additions
of Wyatt and Trimble Halls in
2000 and 2002 respectively.
With the additions of Wyatt,
Trimble and Harned Halls, students have been given a lot more
places to stretch out and study.
A favorite place for doing so is
in one of the many nooks that
abound within these halls. Prior
to their construction, the majority of nooks were found in the library, with a few here and there
throughout previously existing
halls. Now, it seems that we
have almost more nooks-than we
know what to do with. Harned
and Thompson alone have increased this campus' nook-count
ten fold, bringing the studentto-nook ratio from fifty to one
up to nearly ten to one. That's
one nook per every ten students
on campus, more than enough
to supply the nook demand.
John Rinser, a senior Biology major said, "When I started at UPS, you were lucky if
you could find a study nook
with less than ten students already there. Today, it seems
like there are open ones ever
where I nook...I mean, look!
But how does the rest of
the student body feel about

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / ANDRE') SHERIDAN

Study nooks like this can be found in abundance at library.
these changes ? Are their interests being equally represented? Sure, the campus looks
nice, but is it achieving its true
purpose as a place for higher
education? One organization
on campus doesn't think so.
"There s still a lot of work
to be done. There are a lot of
students on campus that need
more than high-tech classrooms
and study nooks. Personally, I
don't like nooks because, while
they are good places for studying, they aren't private enough.
Every time I start studying,
some other strange kid shows
up and sits down right next to
me. I hate that. What I demand
are crannies: said Jenny Plate,
founder of SICKASS (Students
for Increased Cranny Knowledge And Silent Studying).
Plate started SICKASS over
last year when she saw the rise
in nooks on campus completely
outnumbering the amount of
crannies on campus. SICKASS is buffeted by a variety of

Plate's conspiracy theories, including President Pierce purportedly filling all of the old
crannies after breaking her highheel off in one. Plate claims
that today the closest thing we
even have to study-crannies on
campus are the tiny gaps between book shelves, where library goers often 'need to tred.
"What I want are tightly enclosed benches tucked away in
the deepest recesses of our darkest corridors, where I can study in
a totally isolated and near-claustrophobic state: Plate continued.
While Plate is the only current member of her organization, she feels membership will
rise when people become aware
of the atrocity on campus. If
you agree with the feelings of
SICKASS, you will have to be
content with nooks for now,
and keep your fingers crossed
for crannies in the future.
On a related note, Penelope does
enjoy a good cranberry on occasion.

Foreign themed houses forced
into adopting foreign time zones
BY TYLER CARINGTON
HEAD CARE-ER

After a recent complaint that
many of the occupants of theme
row houses were not obtaining the full cultural experience
of their respective countries,
University President Ronald
Thomas mandated that all country themed residents must immediately live and sleep based
on the time zone of their theme
country. While this mandate
affected. the Mexico themed
house very little as Mexico is
a scant two hours ahead, the
China themed house was livid.
"What the hell is this? Different time zones are based on a
country's geographical position,
not its culture !" bemoaned junior
Mike Mayor, current resident of
the Beijing House. Members of

the Australia themed house are
even angrier. Being a whopping
18 hours ahead, Aaron Delbarbie, resident of the "Kangaroo
House" must attend his 9:00am
Monday politics class on Sunday
at 3:00pm. When asked to comment later during his lam to 4am
chemistry lab, Delbarbie simply stated, "This blows. Hard."
Even with the countless complaints lodged by the members
of the various houses, the school
appears firm in its decision. In
a recent interview, a visibly perturbed boardmember Sarah
Hughes declared, "If they want
the real experience, they have
to live by all the parameters of
their country. They're lucky we
don't make them adhere to their
country's national language and
dialect. Do you know how hard
it is to speak Castillian? That

actually gives me an idea. This
interview is over. No more
questions... Karl, why don't we
make them speak their country's language and dialect when
they're on campus ? That'll stick
it to them. What? What do you
mean I sound like I'm out to get
them? They chose to live there, it's
not my fault. Oh, you would say
that Karl. Well I don't talk about
your love life, because there's
nothing to talk about. Oh, she
was not your girlfriend, she was
your friend from back home. Oh
yeah, like I'm going to believe
that. What the hell are you still
doing here, get out of my office!"
Whether or not these actions
will aid diversity is debatable.
Tyler Carington really really
cares about cultural understanding
and diversity.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please
send complaints to trail@ups.edu .
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Show plays on "fringe" science Student questions "Why?"
BY THEA TRINDLE

A&E WRITER

PHOTO COURTESY
BY LOS I FEDIAMOHDF'FISS.COM

Perplexity: As usual, J. J. Abrams's newest TV drama is a bewildering puzzle for viewers.
BY DAVID LEV

ASE WRITER

A flight from Germany is
about to land in Boston. Suddenly, a mysterious man injects
himself with a syringe, sores
break out all over his body, and
begin to spread to the other
passengers.
So starts the new TV
show Fringe, which airs on
Fox at 9 p.m. every Tuesday.
Like Lost and Heroes, which
have become incredibly popular shows for ABC and NBC
respectively, Fringe mixes fantastical and science fictional

concepts with clever writing
and intriguing stories to create a show that feels fresh and
new. Only time will tell if it
will have the staying power of
either of those shows, however.
Fringe consists of FBI agent
Olivia Dunham (Anna Tory),
who is called in by the mysterious Homeland Security
agent Broyles (Lance Red.dick) to investigate Flight 627,
where the aforementioned
horrifying deaths occurred.
To help her figure out what's
going on, she needs the genius
scientist Walter Bishop ( John
Noble), who has done relevant
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research. However, he's been
in a mental institution for the
past 17 years and a family member is needed to get him out.
This brings in Walter's cynical, restless son Peter ( Joshua
Jackson). Together, along with
Olivia's assistant Astrid ( Jasika
Nicole), they make up the team
that Broyles uses to investigate cases involving a series of
related bizarre phenomena,
referred to as "The Pattern."
The characters are a mixed bag
for this show. Walter is the best,
as his 17 years in a mental institution (and several years before
that cut off from humanity by
his research) causes him to do
things like recite the chemical
composition of root beer to fall
asleep, become fascinated by
technology like a vibrating cell
phone or a car's seat warmer
and casually mention that he's
been using his lab to make antipsychotic drugs for himself.
He switches from being adorably clueless to impossibly
smart to frustratingly enigmatic to bizarrely absent-minded
(he occasionally neglects to
mention some small piece of
information that makes what
he says actually make sense).
Peter is also an enjoyable character, as he is the one who points
out the sheer insanity of what
Walter has just said, usually with
a sarcastic one-liner. His restlessness and irritability do get
a bit old after a while, however.
Unfortunately, as Olivia is
the main character, she has
to be somewhat bland compared to Walter or Peter.
But Tan, is at least not a
boring actress, so while she
doesn t generate much excitement in me, I do not
mind when she is on screen.
Finally, Astrid has not done
much to make her memorable
(the joke within the show that
Walter has to be constantly
reminded of who she is kind
of underlines the fact that
not much has been done with
her yet), and so far she has
been essentially a living prop.
As of yet, there has not been
much in the way of explaining
what the various events of the
first few episodes have to do
with one another, or this mysSEE

FRINGE

PAGE 15

On the rainy afternoon of
Oct. 3, 2008, I sat in the S.U.B.
reading the newspaper while
munching on stale fries and sipping coffee with only about two
and a half hours before leaving
to see Why? at The Vera Project.
In the next five minutes I received a call informing me that
KUPS radio station had gotten
an interview with Yoni Wolf,
the prodigal lyricist and lead
vocalist for the Oakland-based
band Why?, and that in order to
make it we would have to bolt
within the next ten minutes.
After nearly choking on a
half-eaten French fry I composed myself and hightailed it
out to meet up with three other
KUPS staff members and DJs.
Ripping down the highway
and weaving through aggravating I-5 traffic we embarked on
a grand mission and began to
scribble down worthy questions
for the phenom, Mr. Yoni Wolf.
We arrived at the entrance of
Seattle's The Vera Project and
were warmly welcomed by the
staff who led us down to a waiting area where we could all hear
the sound check of the band
we anxiously awaited to see.

While hearing segments of
the songs "These Few Presidents" and "Fatalist Palmistry"
off of Why Fs most recent album
Alopecia, I attempted to retain
a relatively calm physical appearance, but inside I couldn't
help but feel the bizarre sensation of my insides melting — I
knew, although cliche, that
there was no way I would be
the same after meeting Wolf Eft
and hearing Why? play live.
The sound check ended and
Wolf met us in the waiting area
where we then proceeded to The
Vera Project's new recording studio and sat to begin the interview.
We asked various questions
ranging from how Yoni Wolf
defines his personal "sound" and
what his inspiration was for his
innovative, image-packed lyrics to inquiring about the distinctive album artwork for the
2005 album Elephant Eyelash
and asking his favorite music
of the moment. We also briefly
touched on his work with side
projects including cLOUDDEAD and Hymie s Basement.
His responses were thoughtful
and had an unparalleled genuine and calm nature. He did not
act intimidating or spew conde-

•

SEE "WHY?" PAGE 1 5

Shared playlists could
offer insight into souls
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Judgment: If you aren't careful in the library, you may find
it difficult to keep your shameful musical indulgences secret.
BY ELYSSA DAHL

ASST. A &E EDITOR

Is a person's music library really a gateway into their mind?
Probably not, but we all
seem to secretly think we can
determine potential soulmates with a quick glance
at their list of top artists.
Whether or not musical taste
is a viable way of figuring out
what to expect from someone's
personality, how can you get
really inside someone's head
to see what they truly enjoy?
This age-old question has
been stirring since perhaps
the advent of music, but these
days, the Internet takes it to a
whole new level of intensity.
Facebook fails us here. I know,
I know, it hurts to admit. But
Facebook users tend to filter out
their guilty pleasures. No one
wants to admit that they own
anything by Lindsay Lohan or

that they have listened to "Stayin' Alive" 300 times on loop.
Instead, you list your top
bands as Animal Collective and
Husker Dii and wait for the
friend requests to start rolling in.
But those of us using iTunes
know just how deeply you can
delve into the actual musical interests of your peers. Hook up
to any UPS internet connection
and you have access to someone's most intimate secrets.
Under "shared" on the left
panel, you will see a list of
your peers' playlists. Click
around, explore a little and
find out what is playing in
the rooms across the dorm.
If the "shared" list does not
pop up, go to "preferences,"
then "sharing" and then select
the "look for shared libraries"
option. In a few seconds, you
will be able to vastly expand the
SEE

PLAYLISTS

PAGE 1 6
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Zap!: Laser tag is a fun de-stresser, whether you are worried about your image or not.
BY COLIN WALLACE

A &E

WRITER

So it is that time of year, folks.
The leaves are changing, the
rain is falling and your workload for the semester is steadily
piling up. Between the gloomy
weather and that mountain of
homework waiting for you at
your desk, the urge to explore
off-campus in search of fun
activities is rapidly shrinking.
So what is the average college student supposed to do
with his or her time besides
sit in the cafe and watch plastic bags floating in the wind?
Fret not, dear reader, for the
A&E section of The Trail has the
answer to your October blues.
For bored UPS students looking
for a cheap, safe way to have a
good time, the Odyssey 1 family
fun center located in the Narrows
Plaza Shopping Center in Tacoma is the answer to your prayers.
Now I know what you are
thinking: "Family fun? I go to
a private liberal arts school in
the Pacific Northwest. I don't

have fun. I spend my free time
listening to obscure indie (but
not too indie) rock and ironically smoking existential cigarettes. While wearing a scarf."
To which I say: Ha! You
obviously underestimate the
simple pleasure of two little
words which even the most
jaded college student could not
possibly resist: "Laser. Tag."
That is right, Loggers. If you
are willing to part with $5.95
(and, let's face it, regress a couple years in maturity), the perfect antidote to a boring weekend is right at your fingertips.
And Odyssey 1 certainly does
not disappoint. This is not one
of those sleek, modern laser tag
facilities with multiple levels and
high-tech equipment. For those
of you looking to relive happy
childhood memories of birthday
parties spent running around a
dark, smoke-filled room shooting
your friends with beams of light,
rest assured the Odyssey is strictly old school. The walls of the
course are kind of flimsy and the
guns do not always charge properly. But that is part of the charm!

FRINGE

And for the truly nostalgic
among us, there is nothing like
playing laser tag against a herd of
fat little ten-year-olds. Remember when you were little and you
always hated it when big kids
took over the sandbox and ruined
your fun? If you play your cards
right, now you can be that big kid!
And you might think I would
be embarrassed to be running
around with my college-age
friends in a "family fun" center
where we are most certainly the
oldest people there without kids.
But no. Aside from a couple of
odd looks, everyone seems pretty understanding of laser tag's
appeal. Sometimes a guy just has
to shoot something, you know?
There is probably something
to be said there about masculine
aggression and phallic imagery,
but that's a conversation for another newspaper. I mean, what
is this, The New York Times?
"Laser tag rocks" is the most
subtext this writer can muster.
In addition to laser tag, you
also get access to the arcade room,

SEE TAG PAGE 16
CONT. FROM PAGE 14

terious "Pattern." Evidently, it
has something to do with the
enigmatic technology company Massive Dynamic, as
well as Walter's past research.
But like The X Files (which
it resembles plot-wise) or
Lost (which it resembles in
tone, and which was also created by J.J. Abrams), that's
part of the fun, so explanations are not necessary right
now at the start of the season.
If by the end of the season we
still have no answers, this might
prove to be a problem. Viewers begin to get a little impatient if they think you are just
making it up as you go along.
Right now I am enjoying
how energetic and off-thewall the show is. This mostly (but not always) comes
through Walter's solutions to
the problem of the episode.
The only person who has seen
the suspects face is in a coma?
Well, then just jam Olivia full
of drugs and put her in a sensory deprivation tank attached
to the coma guy until she
synchronizes with his mind!

telepathy, and can see what the
bad guy sees ? Then just do some
experimental brain surgery on
the telepath to make him hear
what the bad guy hears instead!
The fact that this kind of stuff
actually works just makes the series more absurdly awesome. It
definitely strengthens the feeling
that this show is like no other.
Which it really is. Although
plot-wise it does seem similar
to The X Files (government
agents investigate strange occurrences), Fringe tries its
best to emphasize how willing
it is to play around with bizarre pseudoscientific concepts.
The way the series plays
around with science is enough
to make a science major's brain
hurt, but it is entertaining to
watch the show's writers explain
everything away with rapid fire
technobabble that somehow
makes everything make sense.
That seemingly anything
can happen on the show also
sometimes makes the plot
twists terrifying, because the
writers do not shy away from
the truly horrifying things that

A man has uncontrollable

happen as a result of the fringe
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scientific concept of the week.
The second episode, which
starts with a prostitute getting
spontaneously pregnant and
leads to possibly the scariest
birthing scene I have ever seen
on TV, is a good example of this.
Fringe also allows you to
catch up on any episodes you've
missed by watching them online. Just go to Fox.com , pick the
"Fox on Demand" option, and
select Fringe. I would suggest
finding a computer that's not a
laptop to do this, however: my
laptop freaks out whenever I try.
Fringe is perhaps the most
ambitious show to premiere
this season. Hopefully its cornbination of off-the-wall science fiction plots, smart writing and original characters
will attract viewers, and I pray
that it will neither collapse
under its own bizarreness nor
be toned down in the future.
Unless you are easily angered
by scientific concepts being
abused horribly, I would suggest at least checking it out.
David Lev is an English major,
and doesn't mind scientific inaccuracy
as long as it's entertaining.

"WHY?"

CONT. FROM PAGE 14

scending answers, but rather
constructed purely honest responses reminiscent of the truth
found in the lyrics of his songs.
He dismissed the idea of categorizing music into cookie
cutter genres and remarked
that songs and their lyrics should reflect universal
and timeless messages rather
than specific political issues.
Wolf shared that he created
the album artwork comprised
of various drawings and collages. He also revealed that
his first exposure to recording
music was as a young teenager
when he discovered an old
4-track in his father's synagogue.
Later that night the show
opened with Restiform Bodies, a rap duo from Oakland,
California, who performed
tracks off of their recent album TV Loves You Back.
It was an interesting start to
the show, especially with the
slightly horrifying dance moves
in the audience, but it only
made the suspense before the
appearance of Why? build—
they were the spark of light at
the end of the tunnel, if you will.

a feeling of ultimate rapture.
After the final song the band
members left the stage and
an excited crowd pleaded for
an encore—a reappearance
wanted like no freakin' other.
An uncomfortable period of waiting went by until
Yoni and Josiah Wolf illuminated the stage once more.
Eventually Doug McDiarmid
joined them beneath the neon
lights, Austin Brown followed,
and Why? was ready to play
an encore worthy of the gods.
"Crushed Bones" radiated
from the speakers and microphones while Yoni spoke revolutionary poetry that embodied
the capabilities of a human mind.
The final song, "Gemini
(Birthday Song)," became the
ideal closure with the final line,
"You know my build. / You
know my size. / The degree to
which my eyes / are astigmatic."
Everyone left that show
with astigmatism of some sort,
whether it was physical blurred
vision or a mental haze of ecstasy thick enough to be sliced.
Thea Trindle is washed with a
slight mascara tint.

PHOTO COURTESY ASTHMATICKITTY.COM

Simplicity: Yoni Wolf emphasizes timelessness in his music.
After a break in between
the sets Why? members Josiah Wolf, Yoni Wolf, Austin
Brown, and Doug McDiarmid marched onstage as the
jaws of awestruck audience
members dropped to the floor.
Their set included a perfect
balance between tracks off the
2008 album Alopecia and the
2005 album Elephant Eyelash.
Moments such as the euphoric
crescendo in "The Hollows," a
passionate, suicidal edge in "The
Vowels Pt. 2" and a radical feeling of chaotic tranquility during "These Few Presidents" all
created a show that made everyone leave changed in some way,
shape or form no matter what.
The highlight of the set for
me was hearing "Waterfalls,"
a beautiful combination of
melody and chant off of Elephant Eyelash. The faultless
and striking simplicity of the
lyrics combined with the poignant repetitive instrumental
create an extraordinary meditative experience that fuels
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Smitten Kitchen provides positive distractions
BY MERISSA MOELLER

A &E EDITOR
In times ofeconomic hardships,
the only reasonable thing to do
is to bake brownies. Or at least
to look at photographs of them.
Last Wednesday, I was convinced that the financial crisis was
going to cause the world to end.
I logged onto SmittenKitchen.
corn for positive inspiration, and
the cooking blog proved to be a
miraculous antidote yet again.
I got suckered into looking
longingly at vibrant photos of
caramelized onions and oddly
shaped eggplants and while I was
distracted, the world somehow
managed to sustain itself. It is
still here, a week and a half later.
If you have not yet been initiated into the realm of "food
porn," you'll know it when you
see it. Once you have visited
Smitten and sampled the bursting photography that makes
even the once overwhelming and repulsive three-foot
long zucchini of August seem
enticing, you can't go back.
The photos are so perfect
and mesmerizing, readers may
find themselves believing that
their spinach quiche is going to
be the same verdant green displayed on the screen. Without
the benefit of expensive photo
equipment, it never is, but that
fact does not seem to discourage loyalty among the many
bloggers who visit every day.
Reality is probably better,
anyway, because complete success would eradicate the attitude benefits of vicarious culinary living. A trip to Smitten
provides enough optimism to
send readers racing off to dice
tomatoes for panzanella, to
knead bread dough into submission, or to tackle even the most
labor-intensive tiramisu cake.
The end results are creative
and delicious and varied enough
to please vegetarians, locavores,
gourmets and the baking-ob-

sessed. Whether or not the food
we cook at home is as beautiful as
the exhibits on the blog is irrelevant. The pursuit of an ideal is a
natural mood-enhancer in itself.
It also doesn't hurt that Smitten's impressive visuals are
coupled with witty, amusing
writing, and meticulous recipes
that are pretty hard to screw
up. Deb, the New York-hailing
amateur cook-turned-successful-blogger who runs the site,
is intelligent and endearing.
She is not a professional
chef, just someone who understands the joy of sharing
well-crafted, seasonal food

of the most common cooking
aversions, from fear of poaching an egg to pie crust anxiety.
She teases her husband, she
is self-deprecating, she laughs
over the folly in preparing
elaborate meals in a tiny apartment kitchen, and she claims
to be honest when her cooking
experiments fail. Somehow, I
can never tell from the photos which ones didn't turn out.
Smitten Kitchen nails the
key philosophy that politicians
strive for but usually miss: if we
are going to look elsewhere for
advice, the public doesn't really want Main Street America.

•
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We want the illusion of
commonground, but we also
want perfection, accomplishment and elevation that we
cannot achieve on our own.
Because real life is too real.
By the time this piece is published, the stock market will
probably have had several more
mood swings and consumer uncertainty will remain, but there
will be still be brownies to bake.
Merissa Moeller's perfect
world uses eggplant as a unit of
exchange.

CONT. FROM PAGE 15

where you can buy tokens (five
for $1.00) to play the numerous
games offered. Most games cost
only one token, though some
cost two. The best part is that
when you leave you get to trade
in your tokens for a prize of
your choosing. The more tokens
you have, the better your prize.
When my friends and I went
to Odyssey 1 last semester for a

•

Comfort: Food blogs cure life's most mundane ailments.
with other people who care.
And there are a lot of them.
The readers who comment on her
posts evidently feel a sense of camaraderie with this woman, despite the fact that they are single
blog followers among thousands.
Deb's voice is passionate and inviting, reassuring and human.
By virtue of the down-to-earth
and humorous commentary
that accompanies them, even
Deb's most complicated recipes
seem accessible. Deb offers encouragement to assuage some

boy's night, we took a long time
deciding what kind of prize we
wanted. Finally we settled on
eight toy parachute commandos which we later dropped en
masse from the Narrows Bridge.
However, just to balance out
our masculine aggression and
phallic imagery, we also got
eight purple princess bracelets.
There's probably something to

be said there about gender confusion and latency periods but,
again, that's a conversation for
another newspaper. Sometimes a
guy just wants to feel like a princess and shoot something, you
know? And at Odyssey 1, both
of those dreams can come true.
Colin Wallace is playing laser tag
RIGHT NOW

Top Loaders

Driers

Lighthouse
Laundry

Open 6am 11 pm
Westgate South • Tacoma
(corner of Pearl & N. 26th)
-

www.isghthouselaundry.com

•

PLAYLISTS
amount of music available to
you.
In my very scientific random
sample of playlists available at
the library (my Statistics professor would. be proud), I l earned
plenty of interesting tidbits.
It definitely shook me a little
from my judgmental mindset.
First of all, it is futile to try
to characterize anyone's favorite genres. I would see a ton
of Patti Smith's stuff, think
someone was a big punk purist, and bam! They own every
Beach Boys track ever produced. I mean, how can you
classify that sort of taste?
On another list I started
to get worried when I saw,
in my opinion, far too much
Slayer. A few scrolls and Modest Mouse's "The Lonesome
Crowded West" popped up,
easily one of my favorite albums of all time. Instantly, I felt
a connection with this person.
Shared playlists can be pretty
funny from time to time. Every once in a while I would
come across one with perfectly
listed song titles, release years
and album artwork. Thinking this person was obsessed
with cutting-edge music and
its documentation, a single
Pussycat Dolls album was
enough to make me giggle.
Perhaps moreso than the ac-
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tual content, my favorite aspect
of iTunes' feature is the idea of
simply sharing music. In an age
where people rarely sit around
with friends in silence just to
soak in a new album, it is a
little heartwarming to think we
can still communally participate in the enjoyment of music.
If you see that someone has
just as serious of a Lir Wayne
obsession as you, check out
what else they are into. You
may just discover an artist
that you never would have
given a second listen before.
After a few scrolls through
playlists, I would say music is
not an accurate determinant of
what someone is all about. We
can laugh at a stranger's Dixie
Chicks fandom forever, while
they are off enjoying themselves
singing along to Landslide."
If you need any more proof
of how out of hand this issue
has gotten, just look at the new
movie Nick and Norah's Infinite
Playlist. Falling for someone just
because you both enjoy Belle
& Sebastian? Who does that?
So, go enjoy yourselves.
Download all the Jonas
Brothers that you can get
your hands on. Everyone
will promise not to judge.
Elyssa Dahl may or may not own
Blink-182's "Greatest Hits"
album.

